Watch RAINN’s new video about helping survivors today and every day.

CLICK HERE TO WATCH!

RAINN is Proud to Stand with All Survivors

LGBTQ survivors—and all survivors—deserve help and resources for healing.

READ MORE

Survivor Talks About Sexuality and Assault

“I’m putting my story out there so others know they are in a safe space to tell theirs—whatever that is.” - Hannah Rad
Get Your Pure Vida Bracelet Today and Support RAINN!

ORDER YOURS HERE

Kelly Johnson on Surviving Assault and Helping Others

“We can all help. We’re all responsible to help.”

MEET KELLY
Dozens of companies and organizations have turned to RAINN’s consulting and training team for help in creating best-in-class prevention and response programs.

"We are alarmed that he’s using his platform to ridicule victims privately and publicly."

"Protecting children should be a priority. Giving a perpetrator probation... is a failure of our criminal justice system and inexcusable."

"The company started working with anti-abuse organization RAINN last year to get recommendations on how to prevent misconduct."